Introduction
The second order slip flow model was first introduced by Wu [1] and state that the improved slip model is derived from kinetic theory. Fang et al. [2] has used the proposed model [1] to solve the flow field past a shrinking sheet analytically. Then, Fang and Aziz [3] had extended the work into stretching sheet with presence of mass suction. Rosca and Pop [4] investigated the steady flow and heat transfer over a vertical permeable stretching/shrinking sheet and found that the characteristics of the flow are strongly influenced by the mixed convection, mass transfer and the slip flow model parameters. Rosca and Pop [5] studied the flow near stagnation point past a flat plate vertically with second order slip flow. Mabood and Das [6] discussed the slip effects on the boundary layer flow of a nanofluid over a stretching sheet in the presence of melting heat transfer and thermal radiation. The study on effect of mass transfer induced slip at a moving surface on gas flows past a stretching/shrinking sheet was done by Wu [7] . Sharma and Ishak [8] considered the second order slip effects over a stretching sheet in Cu-water based nanofluid.
The multiple solutions (dual or more) of boundary layer flow have been found in each study over past several years. The method of finding dual solutions and analyzing the stability of the solutions is importance in field of engineering, it is due to verify that which solution is a steady state and physically relevant. Merkin [9] was among the first who made the analysis to test the stability flow. Then, Weidman et al. [10] considered the transpiration effects on boundary layer flow over moving surfaces. Merill et al. [11] investigated the mixed convection boundary layer flow near stagnation point on a vertical surface embedded in a porous medium. Ishak [12] and Noor et al. [13] studied the stability analysis on the boundary layer flow past a shrinking sheet in viscous fluid and nanofluid, respectively. Nazar et al. [14] has done the analysis on three-dimensional flow over a permeable shrinking surface in Cu-water nanofluid. Noor et al. [15] again considered the flow in nanofluid past a permeable moving plate. Hafidzuddin et al. [16] has done the work on unsteady threedimensional viscous flow over a stretching/shrinking surface. Very recently, Yasin et al. [17] have implemented the stability analysis in their study on MHD flow with effects of viscous dissipation, Joule heating and partial velocity slip.
Apart from that, the problem of boundary layer flow over a moving surface has been considered first by Blasius in 1908. Klemp and Acrivos [18] studied the reverse flow over a moving wall. After that, Husaini et al. [19] proposed the same problems over a moving surface but under different observations. Fang [20, 21] discussed the similarity solutions on heat and mass transfer, respectively for a moving flat surface in boundary layer flow. Again, Fang and Lee [22] presented and solved numerically a flow of a slightly rarefied gas over a moving surface. Hence, the purpose of this study is to extend the work by Bachok et al. [23] by using the second order slip flow modeled by Wu [1] . The numerical results obtained will be compared with the previous works. Some figures will be plotted and the characteristics of the flow will be discussed further. It is worth mentioning that no attempt has been made such present study.
Problem Formulation
Consider the steady boundary-layer flow of a nanofluid past a moving semi-infinite flat plate in a uniform free stream as shown in fig. 1 . It is assumed that the velocity of the uniform free stream is U and that of the flat plate is U w = λU, where λ is the plate velocity parameter (see Weidman et al. [10] ). The flow takes place at y ≥ 0, where y is the coordinate measured normal to the moving surface. It is also assumed that at the moving surface, the temperature T and the nanoparticle fraction C take constant values T w and C w , respectively, while the values of T and C in the ambient fluid (inviscid flow) are denoted by T ∞ and C ∞ , respectively. We consider a steady-state flow and make the standard boundary layer approximations, based on a scale analysis, and write the governing equations (1) - (4) as (see Kuznetsov and Nield [24] ) 0, uv xy
where u and v are the velocity components along the x and y axes, respectively,   
where slip U is defined as
were A and B are constants, n K is Knudsen number, The mathematical analysis of the problem is simplified by introducing the following dimensionless coordinates
where ψ is the stream function defined as (7) into Eqs. (2) - (4), we obtain the following nonlinear ordinary differential equations:
and the boundary conditions (9) becomes
We take 
with  and k being the dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity of the nanofluids, respectively. By using the similarity variables (11), we obtain 
Stability Solutions
Roşca and Pop [4] and Weidman et al. [10] have shown that the lower branch solutions are unstable (not physically realizable), while the upper branch solutions are stable (physically realizable). Because of the interesting findings mentioned previously, many works on stability analysis have been performed in order to prove the findings which can be found in [27 -30] . Firstly, we consider the Eqs. 
,
where t denotes the time. We introduce now the following new dimensionless variables: (19) so that (16) 
To test the stability of the steady flow solution (20) - (23), we write
where  is an unknown eigenvalue, ()
Solutions of the eigenvalue problem (20) - (23) give an infinite set of eigenvalues 1 2 3 ...
   
; if 1  is negative, there is an initial growth of disturbances and the flow is unstable but when 1  is positive, there is an initial decay and the flow is stable. Introduce (24) into (20) - (23), we get the following linearized problem (25) - (28) along with the new boundary conditions 0 '' 1 F  .
Results and Discussion
The ordinary differential equations (8) - (11) similarity variable η at a finite value denoted as η max and is set to be equal to 10 (η max = 10) for the first solution while the second solution η max is set to be equal to 15 (η max = 15). We run our bulk computations using η max , which sufficient to satisfy the far field boundary conditions asymptotically for all values of the parameters tested. Our main focus on this study is to test the velocity ratio parameter λ when there are slip effects on the flow (first-order slip, σ and second-order slip, δ). This present study also dealt with nanofluid modeled by Buongiorno [32] . There is some common parameter involved which are Lewis number Le, Prandtl number Pr, Brownian motion Nb, thermophoresis Nt and also mass suction s. Following Fang et al. [2] , we can point out a further discussion for figs. 5 -6, which illustrate the effects of the slip parameters σ and δ on the skin friction coefficient as well as heat transfer coefficient as a function of moving parameter λ. As we can see in fig. 5 , when only the first order slip parameter σ is considered, the skin friction and heat transfer coefficient increased as σ increased. In fig. 6 , when only the second order slip parameter δ is considered, we choose s = 2 because if s = 1 the results will be the same as in fig. 6 . The skin friction coefficient and heat transfer rate is increasing as |δ| increases. Addition, the mass suction s is taken into consideration and we presented the graph in fig.   7 . Graphically, there exist unique solution when s > 1. [10] and it is shows that our numerical results are in excellent agreement with previous data. From the table, it is seen that the eigenvalues are approaching 0 when λ is approaching λ c . The eigenvalues of first solution and |second solution| will increases as we increased λ.
Clearly, the eigenvalues for first solution is positive while the second solution is negative. From the eigenvalues obtained, we can say that the first solution is stable and physically relevant but somehow for the second solution is said to be unstable and not physically relevant. 
Conclusions
The steady boundary layer flow of a nanofluid past a moving semi-infinite flat plate in a uniform free stream in the presence of mass suction and second-order slip flow model introduced by
Wu [1] , and also used by Fang et al. [2] and Fang and Aziz [3] is numerically studied. The boundary layer equations in form of partial differential equations (PDE) are transformed into ordinary differential equations (ODE) using appropriate similarity variables before being solved using bvp4c function in Matlab software. The analysis performed that  dual solutions occurred for opposing flow (when the plate and free stream are moving in opposite direction to each other), 0   and in certain range of mass suction up to critical point, 1.8 c ss   largest Lewis number Le and Prandtl number Pr are required to enhance the heat transfer coefficient  only small value of Nb and Nt is sufficient to increase the heat transfer coefficient  the increment of slip parameters lead to decrease the skin friction coefficient whereas increase the heat transfer coefficient  the first solution is linearly stable and physically meaningful, while the second solution is linearly unstable and not physically relevant.
